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CHAPTER I
THE.PROBLEM AND. DEFINITIONS OF T.ERMS USED
During the past thirty years much has been written
on the psychological characteristics evident in the repre-
sentational drawings of children. The objectives in most
studies stressed emotional schema and mental growth patterns
reflected in child art. Little, however, has been written
on the intellecto-emotional schema and its synergic config-
urations apparent in non-objective child art.
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement Q! the problem. It was the purpose of this
study: (1) to classify and group the intelligence quotients
of 2,000 students from grades 4 through 8 into specific IQ
ranks without regard to grade levels; (2) to group the non-
objective.configurations of free-designs from these students
with respective IQ levels; and, (3) to present, where pos-
sible, relationships existing between the characteristic
uses of the five plastic elements of composition and levels,
of intelligence, as disclosed through comparative analysis.
Importance 2!~ studI. In the many areas of in-
~erpretation and analysis of child art, there are frequently
"d~ed many· contributions to aid in better understanding the
>, f:' ,<. ~
,
, 2
What the child draws is his subjective experience
of what is important to him during the act of drawing •
• • • In other words, the drawing gives us an excellent
record of the things which are of Ispecial mental and
emotional importance to the child. .
\1 variants.
1
This record, however, constitutes its own limita-
jl tions through its own subjectivity, and may provide many
I
t~ different interpretations. There are ,. of course, those who
i
~ tend to interpret the intelligence quotients who concede
~ that their results, although reputably very objective and
accurate, have several limitations, too. Bossing2 contends
that while intelligence tests are assumed to be measures of
native ability, the media through which ,the measuring is
done are acquired language forms and acquired knowledge. ,
The degree to which acquired ability is measured, along
j~)',
with native capacity, has remained a moot question, and
II
> language difficulties have impaired the trustworthiness of
1.r; 1 Viktor Lowenfeld, Creative and Mental Growth (NewYdt-k:' The Macmillan Company~P:-l~O';;';.;';;"';;";;;= ~~..:..:;.:;.;;.
tirely objective; (2) those concerning the unreliability of
dicated in the educational records of those students under
3
intelligence quotient~ tests scores for a great many, even
in the case Of college students.
The limitations' of this study, the~efore, were: (1)
.
. i largely those of free-design subjectiveness whereby analysis
.i
,1 and interpretation were made on the basis of material not en-
1
·1
l
d
: intelligence quotient tests, their interpretation, and the
.1 chronological variants in the administration of tests as in-
)1
I
.i analysis; (3) the experimenter was the sole judge for the in-
I
rH terpretation of free-designs; (4) the standards used; (5) the
Iq restrictions imposed by the material and the non-objective
!
311 approach, and; (6) others.
1
"~ This study was not intended as a diagnostic, nor
prognostic criterion for the measurement and analysis of in-
nate intelligence; but, as a means of better understanding
children's innate capacity for inventive design, as assoc-
iated with intelligence, and its importance in the develop-
ment of the "whole" child.
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Absolute~. A line characterized by a conscious
ri,' 2 Nelson L. Bossing, Progressive Methods 2! Teaching
in Secondar~ Schools (New York: Houghton Mifffin Company,
Ig"4m ,p. 7 4•.
r
0'
4
or sUbconsciousdirec~iveness,emphatic manipulative control,
a deliberate and qualitative variation in width, a high de-
gree of continuity, and a qualitative change of pace, is re-
garded as absolute line.
Aerial space. The use of color and detail loss pro-
portionate with distance, or volume, when evident from com-
positional frontal planes to volumetric rear planes, is re-
ferred to as aerial space.
Color centralization. The use of color radiating
from a nucleic area, usually of intensely warm spectral hues
in its center, or the general intensification of color to-
ward the nucleic area, is regarded as color centralization.
Although the center of such radial points may be confined to
any compositional area in free-design, the usual point of
instigation is located to the left and below optical center.
Color differentiation. The use of discriminate selec-
tion of color that tends toward complimentation and diversi-
fication in reflecting the individual's color cognizance, is
referred to as color differentiation.
Color preference. The selection of colors based upon
dominance, by order, of colors within a free-design; such as,
first most dominant, second most dominant, and etc., to in-
sure that students not respond to a conscious color choice,
~ but to a subconscious series of choices in a working color
5
the writer's definition of the term
Coordinated line. The characteristics of the coordin-
ated line are the obvious attempts in controlling line to
respond through mental and motor synthesis, either in di-
rection, continuity, or opposition.
':
i
C preference corlstitute
I
,:;1 color preference.
Dimensional texture. The appearance of surfaces ex-
pressed in'dimension, including oblique planes tha~ tran-
scend spatial gradations from frontal through recessive rear
I planes in free-design volume, should be interpreted as di-
mensional texture.
Color relativity. The use of color in oppositional
and compatible color relationships through complimentary,
split-complimentary, analagous, triadic and monochromatic
,); color arrangements, refers to color relativity. In a broad-
er interpretation, the comprehensive relationships between
color and the other four plastic elements within a free-
design should be considered as color relativity.
Free-design. Although many definitions of the term
.• It'design" have been made, Ogden3 has described design as an
~J:;r.angement of parts to constitute an organized whole of
:r' '
.. J .,
6
Kwhich these parts shall be the members. But the process of
!~ ,
)~ design is not merely that of adding parts together. As de-
lJ scribed by Coghill, nThis:pattern expands from the beginning
u~ as a perfectly integrated unit. n4 The parts then arise
r
'~ within the total pattern, and acquire secondarily varying
b~ degrees of independence. The individual has an impulsive
;D need to express something in line, color, texture, form and
~ space. His design controls the discovery and invention of
,;~ those partial patterns which satisfy or fulfill his need.
j
'Dj The individual's problem is to design a given area with an
"
J,
'~ enrichment of partial patterns which will improve and make
i
The creative impulse is, therefore, synergic of the
'1 mental and emotional manifestations, or the intellecto-
:~ more evident its unique and original wholeness.i
I
emotional schematic process, and the resulting behavior
pattern is modified by the innate and collective influence
of the five plastic elements. For greater clarity in de-
scribing the complexities in the development of free-design
:eonfiguration, the writer offers the following equation:
: 1.' 3 Robert Ogden, The Psychology of Art (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons:-publishers, 1958~p. 135.
4 G. E. Coghill, "The Early Development of Behavior in
Amblystoma and in Man," Archives 2! Neurology and Psychiatry,
21:989, March, 1929.
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Intellecto-emotional schema. The emphasis in intel-
lecto-emotional schema is upon the mental and differs from
Frequency 2! form. The repetitive use of three dimen-
~ sional form for visual compositional continuity within free-
I
~ design configuration without repeated use of the same form
i
I
::;,1 can be construed as the frequency of form.
the synergic manifestations in the respect that a stimuli
must arise specifically from mental epigenisis and not from
r the emotional. Modification by the emotional must follow,
• of course, since creativity is resultant of the synergic re-
lationshipsbetween the two factors. The modified stimuli
" effected through muscular, or motor, control results in the
intellecto-emotional schema; the relativity of which reflects
intelligence as indicated in the following equation:
8
( M--~)r".S I. E )
tR=I
M Mental
S Stimuli
E Emotional
Mc Muscular CoordinationSm Stimuli Modified
I es Intellecto-Emotional Schema
R Relativity
I Intelligence
Intellectual~. The intellectual line is charact-
erized by an obvious and conscious use of non-repetitious
line as a dominant and qualitative factor of design schema
tt through the command and utilization of: line variation inI,
J[, length and width; rhythmic linear return to the nucleic area;
)~ and, linear opposition through wide diversification of line.
Interrupted line. Although related directly to the
-
non-differentiated line, interrupted line differs in that the
line is much less continuous, breaking irregularly, starting
erratically, and lacking directiveness.
Intuitive line. An intuitive line is characterized
by an obvious continuity forming around the embryonic nucleic
area without developing compositional thrust lines extending
beyond the limitations of the design area.
who stated that this period of growth is evident approximate-
ference to the "Without Differentiation" period of scribbling,
9
Linear space•. The term, linear space, refers to the
.
use of line convergence, either radial or curvilinear, to
'. .
establish distance, throngh the projection of frontal planes
to recessive rear planes in compositional structure.
Mechanical line. The line that attempts to conform
to angular, curvilinear, vertical and horizontal pattern
must be interpreted as mechanical.
Non-differentiated line. The uncoordinated relation-
ships existing between mental stimuli and motor control re-
sult, graphically, in a line characterized by erratic move-
ment, undirectiveness, irregular appr.oaches, non-flowing
continuity, malconformation of enclosures, spasmatic and
catclysmic control, and a general comprehensive disorganiza-
tion referred to as non-differentiated line. A comparable
!j period of growth is that described by Lowenfeld5 in his re-
,I
'~
..~
.;\
. ly six months after the very young child first starts to
"
scribble. Uncontrolled scribbling is characteristic of the
two year old who begins his first attempts with a crayon,
5 Lowenfeld, 2E. cit., p. 13.
10
ac6ordingto G~sell~6 .
.'\,
Protective line. Line that is eitqer continuous, or
interrupted, and maintaining a protective "fence," or enclos-
ure, that is either open or closed around a centralized
nucleic area should be interpreted as protective line.
Planographic texture. Surface appearance in free-
,[ design that is limited in dimension to flat planes is re-
.,
\1 garded as planographic texture.
i Qualitative rendition. The study makes reference to
I
)Ij qualitative rendition in regard to color utilization within
t~ the free-design structure. Specifically, the term refers to
~ the apparent conscious concentration of the individual upon
"
the manipulative application of color to a given area.
Questive line. Continuous marks that move in uncer-
tain directions, frequently crossing themselves, but main-
taining a semblance of centralization supporting the nucleic
area in design schema is referred to as questive line.
Range of form. The extent of three dimensional ap-
pearances existing in degrees of flatness to compound
IH . 6 Arnold Gesell, How a Baby Grows (New York: Harper
i~.d Bros., 1945). Also, Nancy Bayley, "The Development of
Motor Abilities During the First Three Years," Child
Development, Monograph I, 1935.
stimuli may be, predominately, either mental or emotional.~~~I The creative prompting may arise from either and must be
modified by both. The relationships between the two, and
their influence upon muscular coordination, or motor control,
necessary in the execution of the modified stimuli, become
synergistic in nature. The patterns, or manifestations,
11
solidity is represented by the term, range of form.
Rhythmic line. The conscious or s~bconscious use of
line to maintain a regularly repetitious pattern that may be
geometric or free, and in its own continuity leads through-
out the entire centralized area, is said to be a rhythmic
line.
Stabilized line. The line that mayor may not have a
degree of linear continuity, but through- geometrical cancel-
lation of itself in the use of verticals and horizontals,
right obliques and left obliques, and other cancellatory op-
position, must be viewed as stabilized.
Superimpositional space. The creation of distance,
or compositional volume, within free-design schemata whereby
compositional structure incorporates the use of superimposed
planes is indicated by the term, superimpositional space.
Synergic manifestations. In non-objective art, a
12
evident in free-design. schema become important to this study
. .
In order to clarify the above description of the
!- Mc - Sm
(E!-M) !- S JSym !- R
-
I
gence.
M Mental
E Emotional
S Stimuli
Mc Muscular Coordination, or Motor ControlSm Stimuli Modified
Sym Synergic Manifestations
R Relativity
I Intelligence
S!- (M!-E)
Basically, a work of art is a symbol which stands not
only for the universal whole of activity, but also for
every other subordinate integration with which it shares
synergic characteristics. Through such symbolization,
the art object serves to unite various subintegrations
into wholes or totalities of a progressively higher
order. Art objects or activities, therefore, while
necessarily concrete and real, rather than abstract or
;3.;'.: unreal, are always broad in their meaning, symbolic in
Although the formulation of the preceding concept is
applicable to all forms of creativity, and more specifically
to this study, a psychiatrist, Murphey, in his definition of
the creative process, contends:
.
through the possibility of projected relativity of intelli-
j
),,!
j ,
,,; synergic manifestations, the writer offers the following
equation:
13
their significance and non-specific in their implication.7
Technological color. The use of color in free-design
schema to create spatial, directional, dimensional, fusional,
cancellational and experimental effects as important factors
in design structure is referred to as technological color.
Textural centralization. Compositional surface ap-
pearances used either as a singularly dominant or supporting
element to free-design structure, usualiy suspended in or
immediately near the nucleic area, must be interpreted as
textural centralization.
Textural frequency. The rate of appearance in free-
design schema of textural diversification used non-repeti-
tiously for design continuity is referred to as textural
frequency.
Textural range. Textural range refers to the extent
of surface appearance utilization within free-design schema,
in terms of smoothness and roughness.
Textural relativity. The structural use of surface
appearances in opposition, contrast, and compatibility as
7 Bradford Murphey, "A Psychiatrist Looks at Art,"
School Arts, 43:10, June, 1944.
14
applied to free-design composition through the subjective
.
use of the plastic elements is referred to as textural
relativity.
Variety of form. The use of oppositional form, flat-
ness opposite solidity, within free-design schema to maintain
structural stability, is characterized by the reference,
variety of form.
schemata.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF. THE LITERATURE .
growth of synergic configurations of the intellecto-emotional
Among the voluminous reports concerning analysis and
interpretation of children's representational drawings,
there has been compiled much material suited to both a sub-
I jective and objective approach to a better understanding of
the fundamental fact that art to the child remains, basically,
a means of communication. Therefore, since communication
serves the child as the ultimate expression of ideas and
thoughts, without hindrances of technical excellence in
......~,.,. I. Viktor Lowenfeld, Creative ~ Mental Gro\vth (New
York: 1st ed., The Macmillan Company, 1947), p. vi.
Lowenfeldl contends that the child's general growth
is related to his creative development and vice versa. Al-
t 'though the 'child's communication, or creative expression,
at specific levels of mental and emotional growth, can best
'be understood if the causative factors of interdependence
(between creation and growth are better isolated and analyzed •
~: skills, the communication records not, only objectivity in
I
i
It! representational drawings but non-objectivity instigated by
!
14 the child's creative ideas and thoughts occurring as an out-
!
~ 11
311
~.1
16
It is significant to qote that although Lowenfeld advocates
the use of creative expression in the educative process, he
limits it to the representational visual arts, concluding
t that a child's total knowledge is divided into two areas:
namely, active and passive. In definition, however,
I Lowenfeld2 reports that what actively motivates the child
) can be seen, while passive knowledge that the child has
J but does not use, cannot be seen. It is to be concluded,
;'1 therefore, that the child' s passive knowledge, because it
:1 cannot be seen, cannot be made evident either through
;::, intellectual reflectivity or direct impartation.
Free-design, or non-objective design, conversely,
X concerns not only the utilitarian application of active
i~ knowledge but is resultant of passive knowledge, the basis
!
~ for any potential intelligence evaluation. In explanation,
i
J a child, in creating the representational drawings, isd
~ limited primarily by the rendition of a subject; while in
1.:..1 forfeJ.~d-deeaSsi,gnca'llthJ.'negCUhpilond has unlimited use in the expression
,I all his faculties in the realm of
• both active and passive knowledge. The subjective reflection
, of the passive and active knowledge in non-objective design
constitutes the foundation for this study.
Design, as Ogden and Coghill have defined it, is
2 ~., p. 25
17.~ merely the arrangements of parts to constitute an organizedi
,!
whole, of which the five plastic elements shall be the
members. 3 However, no me'ntion of the epigenetic configura-
tion of child design was made, nor was the implication of
the intellecto-emotional schemata process. The significant
conclusion by Coghill, in his study, was his statement that,
"The individual has an impulsive need to express something
in line, color, texture, form, and space. His design con-
trols the discovery and invention of those partial patterns
which satisfy or fulfill his need.,,4
Lowenfeld, in his reference to the meaning of line
and its relations, states, in part:
If we draw a line, it would be a creation - very
primitive, but a creation, nevertheless, because this
line expresses something related to our feelings or
ideas••••
3 Ro?ert Ogden, The Psychology of Art (New York:
qharles Scr~bner's Sons, Publishers, 19)"8Y;-p. 135.
i 4 G. E. Coghill, "The Early Development of Behavior in
Amblystoma and in Man," Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry,
21:959, March, 1929.
5 Lowenfeld, 2£. cit., pp. 167-69.
we would not do justice to the meaning of the line within
a composition without discussing the different relation-
ship of lines among one another.5
Ruch,6 in his report on the psychology of color and
its range of normality, found that color preferences vary
with different ages and with different groups. It is
18
,I significant to note 'that he also states college students who
!
[ihaVe been trained in art have the same color preferences as
<. those who have not had formal art training; concluding that
academic training apparently has no effect upon color selec-
tion or color preference; indicating that color preference
is probably subjective, in nature, and is influenced, to a
degree, by environmental and cultural development.
Basically, Graves,7 in his studies concerning color
and color preference, arrived near the same conclusions. He
contended that color sensitivity varies even among those
. S,cott
iations as our reactions to musical chords.
In Staples,8 studies of infantile reaction to color
stimuli, as well as Lowenfeld t s9 findings, evidence of re-
lationships between color preference and individual charact-
eristics were non-existent, contending that color choice is
6 Floyd L. Ruch, PSYChOIOry and Life (New York:Foresman and Company, 1937 , pp. ~17 •
7 Maitland Graves, The Art of Color and Design (New
McGraw-Hill Book Company~nC7, 194I)~p. 254~66.York:
with normal color vision and changes with age and state of
health. However, in the study of individual reactions to
color, he states that persons with a supersensitivity to
color, color differentiation, become the great colorists,
needless to say. Grave's conclusion is that our responses
to color are more often as instinctive and devoid of assoc-
19
largely conditioned by psychological association.,
The findings of these foregoing st~dies of color pre-
ferences were based upon the individual's selection of color,
or preference of color, from color card samples and objects
of various colors. The writer would like to emphasize that
none of the previous studies mentioned have indicated any
examination of the "working" color preference where color
choice and preference is determined by the individual's
color utilization in free-design schema based upon an order
of color dominance.
Previous literature has been primarily concerned with
only two of the five plastic elements, line and color and
their significance as reflective agents of psychological
processes in child art. The synergistic use of the five
plastic elements, however, constitute the term "design" as
emphasized by Faulkner, Ziegfeld, and Hill. 10 Ogden,ll in
l his description of design as an arrangement of parts to con-
~;\i stitute an organized whole of which these parts shall be the
:-j
nn members, recognizes the significance of the synergic process
iI$~ and the intel1ecto-emotional schema in design configuration.
,r,
Q Coghill12 carries the relationship further in stating that
;;, 8 R. Staples, "The Response of Infants to Color,"
!purnal of Experimental Psychology, 15:119-41, June, 1932.
9 Lowenfeld, 2£. ~., pp. 186-90.
20
design is the act of recording a behavior pattern expanding
.
C'I from the beginning as a perfectly integrated unit. Faulkner,
JZiegfeld, Hill', Ogden, and Coghill, through their findings,
~ generally agree that the design process is a synergic appli-
:>~' cation of the five plasti c elements, line, color, texture,
.~ form and space, to design configuration and is an act of ex-
1; pression resulting from an experience or experiences.
10 Faulkner, Ziegfeld? and Hill, Art Today (New York:
3 Henry Holt and Company, 1941J, p. 169
11 Robert Ogden, The Psychology of Art (New York:
: Charles SCribner's Sons,~liShers, I9)E)7:P. 135.
12 •q . G.E. Coghill, "The Early Development of Behavior in
,Amblystoma and in Man," Archives of Neurology !!!..9: Psychiatry,
~1:9t$9, 1929.
~
i £:L\' I.:'.
r
CHAPTER III
THE MATERIALS U~ED AND GROUPS STpDIED
The following study is based upon the observation,
~ collection, investigation, and comparative analysis of
n intelligence quotients and free-designs from grade school
~, students in the Evansville School Corporation, Evansville,
n Indiana between the dates of September, 1949 and June, 1958.
Comparative analysis necessitated "employment of the
l, following technique of research by the writer: (l) intelli-
s gence quotients of students were grouped according to twelve
1; levels of nearest IQ attainment, 50, 60, 70, and etc. through
i~the highest IQ level 160; (2) free-designs from students were
r~ grouped accordingly with their respective IQ levels; (3) the
l:q free-designs from grouped IQ levels were analyzed by the ex-
l~perimenter on the basis of the five plastic elements utili-
j
o~ zation, and; (4) the findings of free-design characteristics
.i
,j
3C~ peculiar to the specific levels of intelligence quotients
'I "3~were tabulated for significant relationships.
j
fl,~ I. MATERIALS AND METHODS USED
The,materials used, in context, were in~elligence
quotients and 4,000 free-designs from 2,000 students from
,.-. " " . .grades four through eight, and the comparative use of the
':\
, tfve plastic elements. Following the grouping of IQ levels
1, .
i,
'1.
22
. .
Groups stndied, therefore, were IQ free-
,
t' those levels with respect to the five plastic elements was
;1 subscribed to.
,:j with respective free-designs, analysis of free-designs from
!
i),: design levels, between which comparative study was made to
~ ascertain design characteristics that were peculiar to free-
DeJ designs from specific levels of intelligence.
Distribution of intelligence quotients. In the tab-
J. ulation and study of IQ results from the 2,000 grade school
~ students, it was found that the normal curve-of-distribution
t followed rather closely that of Terman'sl. Two tests ad-
r:. ministered to all grade school children wi thin the juris-
" diction of the Evansville School Corporation for determining
\~ intelligence quotients, and used exclusively for comparative
..
9 analysis throughout this study, were: (1) ~~ Quick
£ Scoring Mental Ability Tests (Form A and B, as used in grade
:) ..
,~four, Form Cm, Dm and Beta Test Am and Bm as used in grade
1
:el eight); and (2) The Henman-Nelson Tests of Mental Ability
I
J
[1 (Form A administered in grades three through six).
I The collection of intelligence quotients from academic
,:\ .
;1
J' cumulative records was made by grades to facilitate their
acquisition, all of which were assembled into one mass
~ compilation of IQ's from grades four through eight. The
.;~ . }'j, '
'1'
. L. M. Terman, ~ Measurement 2! Intelligence
(Boston: Houghton-Miffl~nCo., 1916), p. 66.
Reference, therefore, shall be made to grouped IQ's
23
In the acquisition of free-
grade IQ's throughout the remainder of
acquisition.
I
Ifnd not to specific
!~1S st;:::_deSign
;11; total 2,000 reps were then ranked in order of numerical at-
i
I 'jf tainment from the lowest IQ to the highest, as shown in
'il Figure 1." :
In order to condense the 2,000 IQs for comparative
..~ study, grouping on the basis of 10 and its multiples was re-
I
i
q sorted to through which a student's IQ was ranked with its
. nearest statistical attainment, as indicated in Table I,
c, page 25. For example, a student with an IQ of 127 was
grouped in the IQ rank of 130, while a student with an IQ of
1: 112 was grouped in the rank of 110.
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TABLE' I
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
AND RESPECTIVE FREE-DESIGNS
OF STUDENTS, GRADES 4 THROUGH 8
IN THE EVANSVILLE SCHOOL CORPORATION
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA, JUNE, 1957
I.Q. RANGE NO. OF STUDENTS PER CENT NO. OF DESIGNS
160 2 0.10. 4
150 20 1.00 ~~140 41 2.05
130 102 5.10 20~120 263 13.15 ~~2110 4~1 22.05100 4
8
4 24.20 968gg 3 2 19.10 76~183 9.15 36
~g 61 3.05 122
i 20 1.00 40
i 50 1 0.05 2
'\ 1
I
~,.
;~ ~edian I.Q. 100 2000 100.00 4000
"',:,1 .\~ ;"
~
;; lk... i , '
'rr 0>,
i'~,
Ii.. '.~ ,
Ii
, ~t;;"', ,~
. .~
, (
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designs from the 2,000 students, each section of each grade,
t
l
four through eight, was administered an assignment by the
writer whereby each studeht was to design with crayons, in-
~: eluding all colors listed in Table V, page 56, a paper
a surface measuring approximately six by nine inches. This
::[' particular size paper was more in keeping with the students'
tendencies to compress their drawings into small areas. Con-
sequently, the experimenter felt that an assigned larger area
J of paper would thwart rather than assist· the students' free
.;' approach to their design inclinations. The one emphatic
limitation to the assignment was that nothing within the de-
sign structure should incorporate a recognizable object;
ell every fragment of th e design had to be imaginary. The sig-
rrr- nificant reason for this limitation being to provide the
3: students an assignment through which they might concentrate
9ti entirely upon their creative and inventive inclinations with-
o~ out the bu~den and detriment of skill limitations, as assoc-
i
i
~ iated with the rendition of recognizable subject matter. The
,
~ results of 'such an assignment would therefore reflect a more
i
~ free and unrestrained configuration, not limited representa-
tional subject matter.
During the assignment no reference to the five plastic
, eilements or to the design construction was made in order to
limit .the results to individual innate conceptions, rather
~han to the learned which would at most reflect achievement.
r'.
of copying, and the conse~uential circumstance of impurity.
assignments.
determining the element of individual consistency in design
schemata•. Within the three-week time interim, the experi-
menter felt the individual would be less influenced in the
j" of the assignment was resorted to so as to lessen the' chances
I
)1
second design attempt by the first design configuration than
: he would have over a shorter period of time. The purpose of
J. Conversation, movement about the room, distractions, borrow-
ing, close seating, and etc. were eliminated for these
Strict observation and care during the administration
· '
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Although some students completed their designs in
i' twenty-three minutes, others used the entire art class period
r of thirty-seven and one-half minutes to complete theirs;
Til while the average time consumed in the completion of student
') designs approximated thirty-five minutes.
Following their completion, the designs from each art
class were collected with the student's name, grade and class
attached for positive identification. Each free-design was
D labeled with respective IQ and grouped according to IQ levels
~ 50 through 160, as indicated in Table I, page 25.
Three weeks later the same procedure was repeated, re-
~ sulting in two designs from each student. It was the conten-
I
itI.. !"~ tion of the' experimenter that a time interval betl'1een the
:,'j
'/1 first and second assigned free-designs would be necessary in
,',
'1
28
t, the second assigned free-design was for comparative reasons
I
•• 1 in analyzing the element of consi stency in free-design schema
) with the individual. Consistency in design schema over the
t·: time interim of three weeks could therefore become a com-
I~ parative factor in the analysis of relationships, if present,
ni between the characteristics of free-design and intelligence.
I ..•
..
· CHAPTER IV
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Throughout this study, comparative analysis was based
upon the following factors: the grouping of intelligence
quotients by levels; the grouping of free-designs with
respective IQ levels; analysis of free-designs through their
_: use of the five plastic elements, and; the findings, if any,
of consistent design schemata peculiar to specific levels of
L intelligence. Of these factors, the one significant statis-
t; tical variable is that of free-design analysis.
In order to provide free-design, with statistical
_ objectivity, thereby attaching some degree of constancy to
~ the factor, the following four thoroughfares for possible
n relativity were chosen: (I) the administration of the second
9 assigned free-design to the same 2,000 students in determin-
,
~ ing whether the design schemata were consistent and reflec-
,
'~tive of the individual; (2) the isolation of free-design
,
,i
, schemata through their respective IQ levels; (3) the analysis
,~ of free-design schemata from the various IQ levels through
11
! their utilitarian application of the five plastic el ements,
~d; (4) the results from comparative analysis, through which
the objective relativity in free-design could correlate with
:specific" levels of intelligence quotients.
The primary point of investigation, therefore, was to
rI. CONSISTENCY OF FREE-DESIGN SCHE~~TA
Two avenues of approach in the evaluation of consist-
'Element representation. In order to view the consist-
of free-design schemata, if present, the first 2,000
In determining consistency of free-design schemata,
two different assignments were made to the same 2,000
J,' students, resulting in two free-designs from each of the
;;; 2,000 students. One free-design from each student would
30
determine if free-design from the individual was constant,
as IQ is reported constant.
III not necessarily be indicative of any significance in the
tli relationships between intelligence and free-design. Two
designs, however, with schemata configuration of similar
characteristics would denote, when applied collectively to
~ the 2,000 students, repetitive consistency through which it
~ could be concluded that free-design is reflective of the
til individual, and is constant.
"I1
.~ e~cy were:- element representation, through which each element
.~~~
~ of the five plastic elements was tabulated and checked in the
first assignment and later compared with the second assigned
~ree-desi~; and, compositional structure, whereby a syn-
C thesis of the five plastic elements used in the first
assigned free-design was compared with that of the second.
31
), designs were compared by the experimenter individually with
j
'1 ,
H those of the second 2,000.
I Comparisons betweert the first and second assigned
free-designs indicated that seventeen of the 2,000 students,
or .0085 per cent, either by omission or addition, chose to
modify their second designs. From the seventeen, six, or
.,' .003 per cent were involved in linear changes, eight, or
~ .004 per cent, were concerned with color changes, and three,
=, or .0015 per cent, with textural changes." All seventeen of
the second 2,000 free-designs concerned changes in free-
t:: design schemata, while 1,983, or 99.9915 per cent, were con-
- sistent with the first designs, indicating a quanitative and
~ qualitative consistency in the use of the plastic elements
with little significant modification.
Compositi~~al structure. The writer found, through
i
l~comparisons between the first 2,000 designs and the second,
I
,i
I;~ that seventy-four, or 3.7 per cent, subscribed to some modi-
1
1fication of design structure; that is to say, these students,
J~during the time interim between the first and second assignedII .
I'free-designs, had changed their design structure, synergic of
'1f
:(rthe five plastic elements, and their relative position of seg-
a Iments within the compositional schema. Three factors dealing
,with compositional inconsistencies of these seventy-four
'!ariants concerned the position and arrangement of the
!.i nucleic area" the thrust arrangement of parts, and the se-
Table II:j lection of an entirely di~ferent design schema.
indicates the statistical response to these factors of com-
I" positional inconsistencies.
As indicated in Table II, the IQ range most affected
by the factors of compositional inconsistencies was that of
IQs 90 to 117. The largest number of students subscribing
to these factors, fifty-six in number, were primarily con-
cerned with a different choice in the attitude, positioning,
I or arranging of the nucleic area of the free-design schema.
It is significant to note, also, that the students who chose
to vary their design structure completely numbered three,
)i only .0015 per cent.
During the three week time interim between the first
and second assigned designs from the 2,000 students, grades
four through eight, 3.7 per cent were inconsistent in their
design schema, leaving 96.3 per cent consistent over the
three week interval in free-design compositional structure.
33
TABLE II
COMPOSITIONAL INCONSISTENCIES
BETWEEN THE FIRST 2,000 FREE-DESIGNS
AND THE SECOND 2,000 FREE-DESIGNS
IDENTICALLY ASSIGNED TO GRADES 4 THROUGH 8
IN SELECT EVANSVILLE, INDIANA, SCHOOLS
JUNE, 1957
.... =======================.-,
93-111
90-103
Per IQ
Cent Range
2.80 94-117
3.70
0.153
No.
Total 74
~. Structural changes embodying vertical, 15
horizontal, oblique, and con-
centric arrangement of parts.
FACTORS
~ Selection of different design schema
I. Variation, or modification, of the
nucleic area in position or
arrangement.
'I
~=================
.1
:i;,
Ii.~
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II. INTELLIGENCE AND RELATED FREE-DESIGN
~-design schemata ~ ~ levels. In the examina-
tion of free-designs grouped according to IQ levels, analysis
based upon compositional structure was resorted to in order
to condense and classify the 4,000 designs under investiga-
tion. The relationships, if any, existing between these
classifications and specific levels of intelligence would be
In the preceding m?-terial, it was f.ound that free-
" design schemata is largely consistent with the individual,
as based upon the fact that 96.3 per cent of the 2,000 stu-
II dents were consistent in element representation and composi-
tional structure with their design schemata in two identical
assignments separated by a three week time interim.
The establishment of consistency with the individual
necessitates further investigation concerning the possibility
of design schemata peculiar to specific levels of intelli-
gence in fulfillment of the intent of this study. In the
following, an attempt will be made to isolate free-design
schemata through respective IQ levels; that is, after the
grouping of the 4,000 free-designs according to IQs of stu-
dents who produced them, as indicated in Table I, page 25,
examination of the specific levels will be made to determine,
if any, design schema that is peculiar to specific levels of
intelligence.
35
0:1 of significance to the' study in relating additional evidence
tj to support the reflectivi ty of intelligence in free-design.
The results of free-design analysis based upon com~
1: positional structure indicated two broad classifications of
designs from all IQ levels: specifically, non-nucleic, those
having no centralized area; and, nucleic, those having a
definite center, a nucleus, a point of radiation.
Further analysis indicated six sub-classifications,
~ as indicated in Figure 2, of non-nucleic 'compositional
structure: Non-differentiated, scribbling; coordinated,
.c: directional orientation; hori zontal dominance of structure;
Ii, vertical dominance of design structure'; mosaic, vertical
J. lines crossed with horizontal lines forming a mosaic pattern;
1~ and oblique, predominately a diagonal arrangement of design
co'; segments.
Additional analysis disclosed that the nucleic com-
~ P?sition was subdivided into four design structures, as
I
~.: illustrated in Figure 3, page 37: radial, those compositions
I
w;with a center, a nucleus , with segments positi oned in a
7\ radial manner around this center; concentric, the composi-
,
~ tions with segments positioned around the nucleic area in a
~ concentric, or spiral manner; open; the composition with a
,~non-continuous enclosure around the nucleic area; and closed,
ffl
.~~ the compositions with a continuous, or closed, enclosure of
~t~
.~1 segments around the nucleic area.
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NON-NUCLEIC
Non-differentiated
I Vertical
dominance
Coordinated
Mosaic
~ <::::'-
-=
~
r---
-I--
-~
~
I--
~
~
:..---
Horizontal
dominance
Oblique
FIGURE 2
SIX MAJOR NON-NUCLEIC COMPOSITIONAL SCHEMA
AS OBSERVED IN 4,000 FREE-DESIGNS
FROM GRADES 4 THROUGH 8
IN SELECT EVANSVILLE, INDIANA, SCHOOLS
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NUCLEIC
FIGURE 3
FOUR MAJOR NUCLEIC COMPOSITIONAL SCHEMA
AS OBSERVED IN 4,000 FREE-DESIGNS
FROM GRADES 4 THROUGH 8
IN SELECT EVANSVILLE, INDIANA, SCHOOLS
Radial
Open
Concentric
Closed
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In the study of possible relationships existing be-
Although the compositional structure classifications
•
}j do not include all variants, the writer found that they do
I: represent the major ones. Other design schemata not readily
c: identifiable through these classifications are simply ab-
stracts or combinations of the foregoing.
Evidence in Table III indicates that the non-nucleic
design group is largely reflective of the lower IQ levels,
the 50 through 90 IQ rangej while that of the nucleic design
group indicates an affinity with the average and higher IQ
levels, 100 through 160 IQ range.
Compositional schema being synergic of the five plas-
tic elements and, as indicated in Table III, reflective of
intelligence levels implies further study concerning compar-
. ative design characteristics. The specific use of the ele-
ments and their characteristics in free-design schema from
f each IQ level would be compared for evidence of characteris-
l tics peculiar to specific levels of intelligence. The estab-
] lishment of such evidence, therefore, would add to that sup-
~' porting the reflectivity of intelligence in free-design
a:: schema.
III. COMPARATIVE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AND INTELLIGENCE
·1
"tween the characteristics of free-design and intelligence
39
TABLE III
COMPOSITIONS AND RESPECTIVE IQ LEVELS
AS OBSERVED IN 4,000 FREE-DESIGNS
FROM GRADES 4 THROUGH 8
IN SELECT EVANSVILLE, INDIANA, SCHOOLS
JUNE, 1957
COMPOSITIONS INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
Non-nucleic
Non-differentiated X
Coordinated
Horizontal domi-
nance,
Vertical dominance
Mosaic
Oblique
Nucleic
Radial
Concentric
Open
Closed
X X
X X
X X X
X X
X X X
X
X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X
·1 Represents 25% or higher of that specific IQ level which
stressed that specific compositional design indicated.
1',
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levels, previous areas' of investigation concerned the con-
t
sistency in free-design schema with the individual in order
to validate design schema as a constant, and; intelligence
and related design, the relationships between compositional
, structure and intelligence levels. Substantiation of the
existencies of these relationships necessitated a more spe-
cific study concerning the synergic use of the five plastic
elements in free-design schema. The significance of these
r elements to the study lies in the fact that they constitute
the tools of graphic expression, a synthesis in free-design.
As tools of expression, they illustrate in free-design schema
the individual's reaction to his mental and emotional inven-
,t: tive inclinations. In the writer's contention, therefore,
jt. the tools of expression and their utilization in free-design
« schema reflect, to a degree, the individual's mental re-
actions, the basis for this study.
Deslgn schema from each intelligence level was ex-
9 amined by the experimenter for characteristics of each of the
i
~ five plastic elements. Since all designs were classified on
r
:i
~ the basis of intelligence quotient, the number of designs,
\)~ and consequently the number of characteristics, diminished
~ proportionately with those of IQ on the upper and lower ends
,.!~;
of the scale, and the natural curve of distribution illus-
trated in Table I, page 25. For example, IQ level 100 was:~
~ "represented with nine-hundred and sixty-eight designs while
41
IQ 160 was represented' by four. Therefore, tabulation of
tl the characteristics was made of each IQ level with the fre-
) quency of their appearances converted to percentage figures,
L providing greater clarity and use of information for more
j, accurate tabulation. Intelligence quotients were then at-
tached by the writer for later statistical identification in
I comparative study.
Three weeks after the first assignment of free-designs
a second identical assignment was administered to the same
grades in order to establish, if any, the following compara-
tive factors: consistently significant characteristics re-
I petitive in transfer from the first assignment; significant
* elimination, or modification, of design structure in the
second assignment, and; the relative degree of constancy, by
;rt which evidence would support the theory that design configu-
~ ration reflects its respective intelligence quotient.
The lack of modification in the second assignment from
,
~ that of the first would therefore indicate a constant in
XI 'l free-design configuration which could imply relationship with
Vi]
.~ its consistency. Identity with the individual would thereby
attach significance to the free-design. Consequently, if the
free-designs from any given IQ level were all of the same
"
. characteristic schemata, then evidence would support the
hypothetical conclusion that free-design configuration is
J .reflective of intelligence levels. Inconsistent relation-
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ships between collective free-designs from the first assign-
ment and the second would, of course, indicate a converse
effect. The significant Importance of the second assignment
to the results of this study is self-evident.
The five plastic elements. One of the major compara-
tive factors in the analysis of possible relationships be-
tween intelligence quotients and the characteristics of free-
designs is the use of the five plastic e~ements, line, color,
texture, form, and space, represented in the design schemata.
[' The prevalence or absence of these elements within a free-
) design are objectively recognized, while the connotation of
J their use in sub-classification remains, in a large measure,
subjective. In clarification, line in its general definition
is either there or it is not there, and can thereby be eval-
uated objectively; the kind of line, its direction, its
quality, its relativity, however, is not always as obvious
and must be regarded in terms of subjectivity. Although
there is the factor of subjectivity involved when the plastic
elements are used as a comparative media with intelligence
and design schemata, the definition of terms used within this
;study attempts to provide the elements' subclassifications
with a greater degree of consistent objectivity.
The use of the plastic elements in comparative analy-
as indicated through this study, is to identify and
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J:
~ compare their utilization in free-designs from various levels
of intelligence. Consistent design configuration within any
intelligence level could "indicate positive and significant
relationships to intelligence quotient. Through the compar-
ative use of the five plastic elements between intelligence
levels, the design schema can therefore be viewed objectively
through possible statistical response.
The characteristics 2£ line and iptelligence guotient.
Although the line representation in free-design schema varied
between the rUdimentary non-differentiated to that of the
intellectually dominant, final statistical data revealed a
general pattern of line affinity with intelligence levels.
Because of the multiplicity of detail effected by
this study of line, the writer took the liberty, in tabula-
tion, of condensing the response to eacp characteristic by
indicating 10 per cent or higher of the specific IQ level
which stressed, in the design schema, the specific charac-
. t:! teristic i.Il;dicated, as shown in Table IV.
The use of line, either in a restrictive or compre-
~ hensive manner, was resorted to as a major design factor in
, ~
,~ I~ all free-designs from all intelligence levels, as indicated
ij in Table IV, and classified according to characteristics in-
;1
'~icated in Figure IV, page 45.
IQ levels 50 through 70 were characterized by their
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TABLE IV
LINE CHARACTERISTICS
AND RELATIVE
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
AS OBSERVED IN 4,000 FREE-DESIGNS
FROM GRADES 4 THROUGH 8
IN SELECT EVANSVILLE, INDIANA, SCHOOLS
JUNE, 1957
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
CHARACTERISTICS
L~~~-~L.~Lf)~..<6~h//77/7rrrrrr/Y
Non-differentiated X X X
Interrupted X X X
Coordinated X X X X
Mechanical
Repetitive X X X X
Geometric X X X XQuestive X X X
Intuitive X X X X
Stabilized
Vertical X X X X X
Horizontal X X X X X X X
-- Oblique X X X X X X X
Protective
Open X X X X X X X X
, Closed X X X X X X
Rhyt~mic
'Multi ...planed X X X X X
'" Recessive X X X X X X
Progressive X X X X X X
Absolute
Directional X X X X XQualitative X X X X
Intellectual
Utilitarian X X X X
Dominant X X X X
,1
-I
I
,
, X Represents 10% or higher of that specific IQ level which
stressed the specific characteristic indicated.
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Non-differentiated Interrupted Coordinated
Mechanical
Protective
Questive
Rhythmic
Intuitive
Absolute
Stabilized
Intellectual
FIGURE 4
LINE CHARACTERISTICS
OBSERVED IN 4,000 FREE-DESIGNS
FROM GRADES 4 THROUGH 8
IN SELECT EVANSVILLE, INDIANA, SCHOOLS
JUNE, 1957
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subscription ,to the us'e of non-differentiated, interrupted,
coordinated, and mechanic~l line. Figure .5, and Figure 6,
.
page 48, illustrate typical design schema from these intelli-
gence levels. Obviously, in these IQ levels, interest con-
centration is upon the manipulative use of the crayon with
little regard for design, evidenced in the repetitious
markings.
In Figure 7, page 49, and Figure 8, page 50, the IQ
levels 80 through 100 resorted to the use of mechanical,
questive, intuitive, stabilized, and protective line in their
design schema. With respect to concentration upon design,
these levels indicate a transitional pattern. It is noted
that in these levels the interest in the designs is divided
between crayon manipulation and design structure, obvious
in their use of more diversified line arrangement.
The IQ levels 110 through 130 produced designs in-
dicating a preference for intuitive, stabilized, protective,
rhythmic, absolute, and intellectual line. Figure 9, page 51,
exemplifies line characteristics from these levels. It is
) i obvious that the concentration of interest is not upon the
control of the crayon, but upon design structure itself. It
mayb~noted, too, that 'Within these intelligence levels
"' ...;:,:',,',
corresponding free-design schema tends toward centralization
and the development of the nucleic area. The quality of line
in design schema from these levels indicates the individual's
FIGURE 5
FREE-DESIGN
BOY, IQ 50, CA 15, GRADE PLACEMENT: SPECIAL EDUCATION
Reproduced from student's original design by the writer
FIGURE 6
FREE-DESIGN
BOY, IQ 59, CA 12, GRADE PLACEMENT: SPECIAL EDUCATION
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FIGURE 7
FREE-DESIGN
GIRL, IQ 81, CA 12, GRADE PLACEMENT: 6
FIGURE 8
FREE-DESIGN
BOY, IQ 103, CA 11, GRADE PLACEMENT: 5
* Reproduced from student's original design by the writer
FIGURE 9
FREE-DESIGN
BOY, IQ 123, CA 11, GR DE PLACEMENT: 5
·/
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interes~ in $reater schematic control than in intelligence
levels below that of IQ ~OO.
Upper levels, IQs of 140 through 160, maintained an
obvious concentration of line in their free-design schema
upon protective, rhythmic, absolute, and intellectual linear
characteristics. Figure 10, and Figure 11, page 54, indicate
this concentration through the linear arrangement of the
nucleic area. The dominance of line characteristics represent
these upper IQ levels, forming the main structural device of
compositional schema in intensive relationship with the other
four existing plastic elements.
In Figure 4, page 45, and in Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
and 11, the exemplification of the statistical evidence re-
flected in Table IV, page 44, illustrate the affiliation of
linear characteristics with the broader intelligence levels.
Generally, the lower levels of intelligence are characterized
.
by emphasi's upon manipulation of materials while the upper
levels tend to concentrate upon the design schema, specific-
ally: the nucleic area and the orderly arrangement of the
supporting sub-division of design segments through linear re-
..
laticinships; and, a consciousness and use of the potential-
itiesof line in free-design.
The characteristics of color and intelligence guotient.
In the study of color representation in free-design schema
among the 4,000 designs, two broad analytical approaches were
FIGURE 10
FREE-DESIGN
BOY, IQ 145, CA 11, GRADE PL C ~~NT: 5
FIGURE 11
FREE-DESIGN
GIRL, IQ 158, CA 11, GRADE PLACEMENT: 6
t
I
I
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chosen: fre~uencyof'colorpreference; and, characteristics,
if present, of color utilization. The c~aracteristics of
each were isolated, classified, and compared for possible ex-
istence of characteristics peculiar to specific levels of
intelligence.
:l Color preference in the study of design schema wasiI;
'1 based upon the dominance of use; that is, within each de-
sign, color preference was determined by the first most
dominant in area of color used, the second most dominant in
area of color, and etc. The freedom of choice permitted in
free-design color use would therefore best represent a work-
ing, or applied, color preference.
Although an analysis of color preference in design
;1 schema from each IQ level was made, there was no statistical
ii significance concerning relationships between color prefer-~;
?-
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TABLE V
FREQUENCY OF COLOR PREFERENCE
AS OBSERVED IN 4,000 FREE-DESIGNS
FROM GRADES 4 THROUGH 8
IN SELECT EVANSVILLE, INDIANA, SCHOOLS
JUNE, 1957
:
* All tints and shades of these colors are included.
COLOR*
Violet
Blue-violet
Blue
Blue-green
Green
Yellow-gre'en
Yellow
Yellow-orange
Orange
Red-orange
Red
Red-violet
NEUTRALS 0 r
PER CENT IN PREFERENCE
7.51.5
16.0
4.0
7.5
4.5
12.0
3.5
0.0
3.0
18.0
3.0
Black
"~ Gray
t White
Tan
Brown
o All variations of neutrals included.
----~~'~------...._-------,._---_ .........._--
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primary colors. The second three most dominant colors in de-
signs were the seconda~y colors, violet, green, and orange.
The third group of most dominant colors were the tertiary
colors, yellow-green, blue-green, yellow-orange, red-orange,
red-violet, and blue-violet. Of the neutrals, brown was the
most dominant while white was the least. The order of domi-
nance in color preference parallels that in the organization
of the color theory, namely, primary, secondary, and tertiary
colors. Inference, if any, of this fact indicates an in-
dividual awareness of color as a tool of expression in creat-
ing free-design in all levels of intelligence.
Specifically, however, the relationship of color to
intelligence levels can be more accurately evaluated in
terms of the characteristics of color, other than color pre-
ference; not necessarily what colors are used, but how they
are used in free-design schema. In Table VI, statistical
tabulation of the characteristics of color are classified
according to specific color configuration as they appeared
'~.' in designs from intelligence levels. In order to eliminate
.: i-excessive and non-significant statistical detail, the writer
'-1'.
{resorted to a condensation of the voluminous tabulation to
Il tthat of Table VI, through which only those classifications
,'I :_~:~~th an 85 per cent or higher representation from each IQ
I : ~
)~evel would be indicated.
Based upon the 85 per cent or higher representation,
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TABLE VI
COLOR CHARACTERISTICS
~ND RELATIVE .
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
AS OBSERVED IN 4,000 FREE-DESIGNS
FROM GRADES 4 THROUGH 8
IN SELECT EVANSVILLE, INDIANA, SCHOOLS
JUNE, 1957
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
CHARACTERISTICS
L££7LLLLZ~L~7
-
/ Y 7Y 'Y'7'>-y,;;y"';'Y,,>-Y'W>-7Y7
Qualitative rendition X X X X X X X X
Differentiation X X X X X X X
Centralization
Embryonic X X X X X X X X X
Nucleic X X X X X X
Concentric X X X X X X X
Protective X X X X X
Relativity
Opposition X X X X X X
Analagous X X X X X X X
Triadic X X X X X X
Chiaroscuroic X X X X X
Range X X X X X X
Bal'ance X X X X X X
Thermic X X X X X
Harmonic X X X X X
Rhythmic X X X X X
Technological
Spatial X X X X
Directional X X X X X X
Dimensional X X X X X
Fusional X X X X X X
Cancellational X X X X
Experimental X X X
X Represents 85% or higher of that specific IQ level which
stressed the specific characteristic indicated.
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the qualita~ive rendition of color appeared in designs from
IQ 90 through 160, whil~ designs from IQ 50 through 80 had
.
no apparent concern in the qualitative rendition of color in
their schemata as illustrated in contrasts of Figure 5, page
47, and Figure 6, page 48.
Color differentiation in free-design schema appeared
in designs from IQ levels 100 through 160 illustrated in
Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11, as contrasted to the lack of color
differentiation in IQ levels below 100, as illustrated in
Figures 5, 6, and 7.
The appearance of color centralization occurred in IQ
levels 80 through 160 in support of the nucleic area in com-
positional structure, exemplified in Figure 11, page 54.
Opposed to the presence of color centralization by its ab-
sence, Figure 6, page 48, from IQ level 80 parallels that of
protective line in the individual's concentration upon the
nucleic area.
Color relativity, or the use of color relationships,
occurred in free-designs from IQ levels 100 through 160, in-
ferring that the individual was cognizant of color relativity
and embodied the use of it in his or her design schemata.
Figure 11, page 54, illustrates this in the use of the tri-
adic color arrangement. Contrasted with these IQ levels is
Figure 5, page 47, illustrating the lack of color relativity,
or even the awareness of it, through the choice of color in
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the design schemata~
The inclusion of technological characteristics in
design configuration is representative of the higher levels
of intelligence, IQ levels 110 through 160, as shown in
Table VI, page 58. Free-designs from these levels make evi-
dent the individual's concentration upon the volumetric
structure; that is, to design the area with respect to the
three dimensions. These design schema are characterized by
the use of color in creating spatial, inter-directional, di-
mensional, cancellational, and experimental renderings, ex-
emplified in Figure 11, page 54. Free-designs from IQ levels
below that of 110 are characterized'by a planographic flat-
ness, two dimensional expression, illustrated in Figure 6,
page 48. The use of color to achieve the characteristics
representative of IQs 110 through 160 indicates the control
of color as a major tool of expression fused with the syner-
gic intellecto-emotional schema process.
The study of textural characteristics within free-
The characteristics of texture ~ intelligence quo-~ -
tient.
>';
~.1
~~"
1\~I'..'•.'.. desihgn schema revelalled twfo genteratl ustes
f
Ofthtextdur~: plano-
.• grap ic, the overa sur ace rea men 0 e es~gn area;
I ~nd dimensional, the use of texture to supplement the three
dimensional volumetric design structure. Designs from each
IQ level were examined for textural significance. Tabula-
tion of results on the basis of frequency appearance necessi-
tated a co~densation of the multiplicity of irrelevant stat-
istical detail. In Table VII it may be noted that IQs
represented are indicated after the textural characteristics
only when 85 per cent of that IQ level has subscribed to the
use of the particular characteristic indicated.
The planographic textural characteristic regards the
overall decorative surface appearance and appears in IQ
levels 80 through 160. Figure 10, page 53, illustrates the
obvious use of texture planographically. Contrast, for ex-
ample, Figure 6, page 48, from IQ level 60 with that of
Figure 9, page 51, and note the lack of textural variation,
the concentration of the individual' upon repetitious mark-
ings. Extreme contrasts between Figures 10, page 53, and
6, page 48, illustrate the use of textural surface decoration
and the lack of it.
Dimensional texture, as indicated in Table VII, occurs
in free~design schema from IQ levels 100 through 160. The
implication of its presence in these levels indicates that
the individual with an IQ 100 or higher is conscious of the
design area in terms of three-dimensions, while those with
IQs below 100 view the design area as two-dimensional. The
use of dimensional texture is evidenced in Figures 8, 9, la,
and 11. The lack of dimensional texture in design schema is
best illustrated in Figure 6, page 48, from the IQ level 60.
The textural characteristic of centralization is re-
\
t·
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TABLE VII
TEXTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
AND RELATIVE
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
AS OBSERVED IN 4,000 FREE-DESIGNS
FROM GRADES 4 THROUGH 8
IN SELECT EVANSVILLE, INDIANA, SCHOOLS
JUNE, 1957 .
CHARACTERISTICS INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
Planographic X X X X X X X X XDimensional X X X X X X XCentralization X X X X X X X
Frequency X X X X X X
Range X X X X X
Relativ~ty X X X X X
X Repreqents 85% or higher of that specific IQ level which
stressed the specific characteristic indicated.
presentative, also,'of free-design schema from IQ levels 100
through 166, paralleling that of dimensional texture. The
appearance of textural 'centralization, it may be noted too,
occurs through the same IQ levels as that of radial nucleic
composition of Table III, page 39. The embryonic appearance,
however, is visible in Figure 7, a design from IQ level 80.
Table VII indicates that 85 per cent, or higher, of each IQ
level 100 through 160 resorted to the use of textural cen-
tralization to support the concentration around the composi-
tional nucleic area. In examining Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11,
the obvious use of textural centralization can readily be
seen.
In the study of textural characteristics, the rate of
textural appearance within the design schema for composition-
al continuity was referred to as textural frequency. Con-
trast, for example, Figure 6, page 48, with that of Figure 10,
page 53.· Textural frequency appeared in 85 per cent, or
higher, in designs from IQ levels 110 through 160. Designs
from IQ levels below that of 110 indicated no apparent aware-
ness of textural frequency and the compositional continuity
it provided.
The range of textural utilization within free-design
schema was commensurate with that of intelligence, as indi-
cated in Table VII, page 62. Examination of designs from IQ
levels 120 through 160 disclosed an awareness and use of the
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variations in texture within the design schema. Figure 10,
page 53, illustrates the planographic and dimensional tex-
ture variation, as contrasted to their absence in the IQ
level 60 indicated in Figure 6, page 48.
Textural relativity, also, is representative of IQ
levels 120 through 160 shown in Table VII, page 62. Design
schema from these levels are characterized by stress in the
use of both planographic and dimensional texture to create a
balance with the other four plastic elements. Figure 10,
page 53, and Figure 11, page 54, exemplify this structural
balance. In contrasting Figure 6, page 48, from IQ level 60
with Figure 11 from IQ level 160, the relationship of balance
in the synergic configuration of free-design schema is most
evident.
In reviewing the statistical data of Table VII, page
62, and designs from each IQ level, it is evident that a
working; or applied, use of texture in free-design schema is
limited largely to intelligence levels 80 and above, IQ
levels below 80 have little knowledgeable use of texture in
creative design schema.
The characteristics of form and intelligence quotient.
A study of the characteristics of form in free-design
schema disclosed no particular geometric or free-form solid-
, ity associated with any intelligence level. However, Table
VIII shows the response of IQ levels to the characteristics
TABLE VIII
CHARACTERISTICS OF FORM*
AND RELATIVE
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
AS OBSERVED IN 4,000 FREE-DESIGNS
FROM GRADES 4 THROUGH 8
IN SELECT EVANSVILLE, INDIANA, SCHOOLS
JUNE, 1957
X Represents 85% or higher of that specific IQ level which
stressed the specific characteristic indicated.
* Refers to the narrow connotation of form, solidity, mass,
and volume.
CHARACTERISTICS
Range
Frequency
Variety
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
x X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X X X X
of form, ra?ge, frequency, and variety, in their free-design
configuration. In orde: to eliminate un?ecessary and irrel-
evant statistical data, 85 per cent or higher of each IQ
level subscribing to the use of the characteristics of form
were tabulated. The condensation, as shown in Table VIII,
page 65, eliminated the rudimentary and embryonic attempts
in the creation of form as an integral part of the composi-
tional schema in designs from all levels of intelligence.
The characteristics of form, range, on the basis of
85 per cent representation from intelligence levels, occurred
in designs from IQ levels 110 through 160. In Figure 11,
page 54, from IQ level 160, the awareness and use of range,
the extent in the use of flatness to compound solidity, is
most obvious. By contrasting designs from IQ levels 50, 60,
and 80, as in Figures 5, 6, and 7, with that of Figure 11
from IQ level 160, the total absence of form, and specific-
ally ran~e of form, in designs from IQ levels below that of
110, is most evident.
Frequency, a characteristic of form in free-design
schema was commensurate with that of range, in IQ levels,
110 through 160, as shown in Table VIII. The frequency, or
rate of appearance, of form is evident in Figure 10, page 53,
from IQ level 140. Designs from intelligence levels below
that of 110 indicated no knowledgeable use of the range of
form, as shown in Figure 6, page 48, of IQ level 60.
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The variety of form, the third characteristic of form,
as in range and frequency of form, is associated with the
higher levels of IQ. Tn Table VIII it may be noted that the
variety of form appears in IQ levels 120 through 160 as based
upon the 85 per cent representation from each IQ level for
each of the characteristics. In the tabulation of findings,
there appeared no decisive use of the variety of form. Fig-
ures 5, 6, and 7 represent the total absence of the variety
of form in design schema, while Figure 11, page 54, from IQ
level 160, indicates the use of variety as an integral part
of the design schema.
The absence of form, in any of its characteristics,
from IQ levels 50 through 100 pre concludes that lower and
average intelligence levels do not subscribe to form as a
major tool of expression in free-design schema. The use of
the characteristics of form in designs from IQ levels 110
through 160 indicates the fusion of these characteristics in
free-design schema as a significant tool of expression in the
intellecto-emotional schema processes.
The characteristics of space and intelligence guotient.
The study of spatial characteristics in free-design schema
revealed, when present, three methods of creating space;
linear the establishment of distance from frontal to rear,
planes through the use of line; aerial, the use of color
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gradation f:om frontal to rear planes; and, superimposition_
aI, the overlay of compositional segments from frontal to
rear planes.
In limiting the tabulation of results to the 85 per
cent or higher representation of each IQ level, the linear
characteristic was observed in IQ levels 110 through 160, as
shown in Table IX. An example of linear characteristics
used in the creation of distance, or compositional volume,
is Figure 9, page 51, from IQ level 120. In contrast, Figure
6, page 48, from IQ level 60 illustrates the complete lack of
spatial characteristics; confirming, as Table IX, that design
schemata from IQ levels below that of 110 reveal no appre-
ciable use of space as a functional factor in inventive de-
sign configuration.
The aerial characteristic of space was limited largely
to that of designs from IQ levels 130 through 160, shown in
Table IX; The use of color gradation in design schema to
achieve space from frontal to rear planes was not of signi-
ficance to IQ levels 50 through 120. Exemplification of the
inclusion of aerial characteristics of space is character-
ized by Figure 11, page 54, of IQ 160. Contrasted to the use
of aerial characteristics in this illustration is that of
Figure 6, page 48, IQ level 60 in which there appears no
cognizance of space, nor specifically that of aerial charac-
teristics.
TABLE IX
SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS
AND RELATIVE
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
AS OBSERVED IN 4,000 FREE-DESIGNS
FROM GRADES 4 THROUGH 8
IN SELECT EVANSVILLE, INDIANA, SCHOOLS
JUNE, 1957
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
X Represents 85% or higher of that specific IQ level which
stressed the specific characteristic indicated.
CHARACTERISTICS
Linear
Aerial
Superimpositional
x X X X X X
X X X X
X X X X X X X
. !
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Superimpositional characteristics of space in free-
design configuration were limited basically to designs from
IQ levels 100 through 160. The overlay of design segments
to create distance from frontal to rear planes in the com-
positional structure are easily identifiable in Figures 8,
9, 10, and 11. In contrast to evidence of the use of super-
imposition of segments, the complete absence of it can be
seen in Figure 6, page 48, from IQ level 60. The below aver-
age levels of intelligence, therefore, do not recognize the
significance of spatial relationships within the design
schema, while average and higher intelligence incorporates
the superimpositional characteristics of space.
The tabulation of characteristics in free-design
schema indicated that designs from IQ levels 50 through 90
contained little, if any, substantial evidence of the inclu-
sion of spatial characteristics, linear, aerial, or super-
impositional. Designs from average through higher intelli-
gence levels, IQs 100 through 160, subscribed by 85 per cent
or higher to the use of spatial characteristics as an
integral part of the design schema.
IV. COMPARATIVE RESULTS
In the study of possible relationships existing be-
tween the characteristics of free-design and intelligence
quotient, the consistency of free-design schema with the
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individual had to be' established for reasons of comparison
,
with the relative consistency of intelligence quotient.
Comparative analysis disclosed that free-design
schema in grades 4 through 8 was 95.45 per cent consistent
in elemental representation and compositional structure, as
revealed in two identical free-design assignments separated
by a three week time interval. The consistency, therefore,
was of sufficient statistical strength to imply that free-
design schema was consistent with the individual.
Design schema, if therefore constant, would be of re-
lative significance to the constancy of IQ with the indivi-
dual. Examination of free-design schema for possible rela-
tionships existing between free-design and intelligence quo-
tient resulted in two broad areas of design schema analysis:
compositional structure and intelligence, and; elemental
utilization and intelligence.
Compositional structure and intelligence. Examination
of design schema revealed two design compositions represented
by all IQ levels, non-nucleic and nucleic. Designs from
lower intelligence, IQs 50 to 100, were characterized by the
use of the non-nucleic, or non-centralized, compositional
structure, while average and higher intelligence levels, IQs
100 through 160 were characterized by their obvious concen-
trationupon the nucleic compositional structure. In free-
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design schema the results of the comparative compositional
,
analysis indicated that the greater the emphasis upon the
nucleic compositional structure the greater the intelligence
level represented.
Elemental utiliza~~ intelligence guotient. The
use of the five plastic elements as a comparative media in
designs from various intelligence levels provided an objec-
tive approach to the evaluation of the .subjectivity of free-
design schema. The presence or absence of the elements with-
in the design structure was significant in establishing re-
lationships between specific design schema and specific
levels of intelligence, as shown in Table X. However, the
comparative study of design schemata and intelligence has
disclosed that the characteristic ways in which the elements
were employed in the design structure became more important
in the evaluation of relationships to intelligence than the
mere presence or absence of the elements alone.
The specific results of the study of relationships
between the characteristic use of the plastic elements within
free-design schema and corresponding intelligence levels,
although previously indicated in this study, conclude in
general summation the following points: the characteristics
of line were associated with the design schema from all
intelligence levels, varying only in the characteristic use
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TABLE X
UTILIZATION OF THE PLASTIC ELE~ffiNTS
IN FREE-DESIGN
BY RELATIVE INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
AMONG STUDENTS FROM GRADES 4 THROUGH 8,
IN SELECT EVANSVILLE, INDIANA, SCHOOLS
JUNE, 1957
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
THE PLASTIC ELENffiNTS
Line
Color
Texture
Form
Space
xxx XXX XXX XXX
X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X X X X X
X Represents 85% or higher of that specific IQ level which
stressed the specific element indicated •
.,
'.
j
1~
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and treatment; the eonscious use of the characteristics of
color was evident in IQ levels 90 through 160, while color
preference indicated no affinity with any specific level of
intelligence; the use of textural characteristics as an in-
tegral part of the design schema occurred in IQ levels 100
through 160; the use of three dimensional form in composi-
tional structure was disclosed in IQ levels 110 through 160,
and; spatial characteristics in free-design schema was
limited to IQ levels 110 through 160.
Free-design schema, being synergic of the intellecto-
emotional process, is relatively consistent in configuration
and reflects, through the characteristic use of the plastic
elements, significant relationships with intelligence.
CHAPTER V
SU~~RY AND CONCLUSIONS
The study has attempted to reveal, when possible,
existing relationships between free-design schema of child
non-objective art in 4,000 designs from 2,000 students,
grades 4 through 8, and respective intelligence as a means
of better understanding the latent significance of the in-
tellecto-emotional schematic process reflective in free-
design configuration.
I. SU~~Y
In the study of possible relationships existing be-
tween free-design schema and intelligence, the following
methods of comparative analysis were selected: the grouping
of intelligence quotients by levels; the grouping of free-
designs with respective IQ levels; analysis by the writer of
free-design schema through the students' use of the five
plastic elements, and; discovering possible consistent de-
sign schemata peculiar to specific levels of intelligence.
Specifically, however, the necessity for attaching
greater objectivity to the analysis of free-design schema,
for comparative purposes with intelligence levels, resulted
in four specific analytical approaches: (1) the administra-
tion of two assigned free-designs from the 2,000 students to
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determine the consistency of free-design schema with the
individual; (2) the isolation of free-design schemata
through respective IQ levels; (3) the experimenter's analy-
sis of free-design schemata from various IQ levels through
their utilitarian application of the five plastic elements,
and; (4) the results from comparative analysis, by the ex-
perimenter, through which the objectivity of the relativity
in free-design, if present, might correlate with specific
levels of intelligence.
Through comparisons between the first and second
assigned free-designs, it was disclosed that in element re-
presentation and compositional structure, the consistency of
design schema with the individual was 95.45 per cent, recog-
nizing 91 students from the 2,000 whose design structure was
not consistent.
Upon the basis, therefore, that free-design schema
was relatively consistent with the individual, the corre-
sponding IQ range of students was ranked according to near-
est attainment by levels; that is, 50, 60, 70, and etc.
through the highest of 160. Designs were grouped with re-
spective IQ levels for examination regarding possible rela-
tionships existing between the characteristics of design
schema and intelligence levels.
It was found that the. compositional structure of free-
design schema followed two basic structural arrangements in
free-design configuration, non-nucleic and nucleic. Designs
from IQ levels 50 through 90 were characterized by the use
of non-nucleic composition while designs from IQ levels 100
through 160 subscribed to the use of the nucleic composition,
the synergistic use of the five plastic elements.
Comparative analysis, through the characteristic use
of each of the five plastic elements in design schema, dis-
closed relationships with intelligence. It was found that
while line was used copiously in designs from all intelli-
gence levels, line remained the only conscious tool of ex-
J~l~
pression in design schema for IQ levels 50 through 70. In-
dividuals with higher intelligence levels, rather than being
primarily concerned with the manipulative control of ma-
terials characterizing the lower IQ levels, were more con-
cerned with qualitative and structural application of line
to the design schema.
The color characteristics in comparative analysis re-
vealed no statistical evidence of relationships between an
applied color preference and intelligence. The use of color
. characteristics as one of the five plastic elements in design
schemata, however, indicated an apparent rudimentary con-
sciousness of color in design schema from IQ levels 80
through 100, while higher intelligence levels applied work-
ing relationships of color as an integral part of the design
configuration.
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In regard to 'textural characteristics, the experi-
menter's analysis disclosed two general divisions in tex-
tural use, planographic' and dimensional. Designs from lower
IQ levels revealed no conscious use of texture. Designs
from IQ levels 80 to 100 were characterized by an embryonic
awareness and use of planographic texture, while higher IQ
levels were controlling planographic texture as a complimen-
tation to their inclusion of dimensional texture characteris-
tics within the design schema.
Further analysis of design schemata found the charact-
eristics of form, the three dimensional segments of design
configuration, to be non-existent in designs from IQ levels
50 through 100. Designs from IQ levels 110 through 160 in-
dicated a conscious use and application of the characteris-
tics, (1) range, (2) frequency, and (3) variety in three di-
mensional form.
The spatial characteristics, in comparative analysis
of free-design schemata, were limited to the average and
higher IQ'levels. The linear characteristics of space ap-
peared in designs from IQ levels 110 through 160, aerial
characteristics of space in IQ levels 130 through 160, and
superimpositional characteristics of space in designs from
IQ levels 100 through 160.
Summarily, free-designs from lower intelligence levels
: indicated only a rudimentary awareness and use of the
elements of line "and color, while designs from average in-
.
telligence disclosed the awareness and the embryonic appli-
- .
cation of all the five "plastic elements. Free-design schema
from higher intelligence levels were found to include the
awareness and mastery of the five plastic elements as tools
of non-objective expression in free-design.
II. CONCLUSIONS
In comparative studies between the subjectiVity of
free-design schema and the objectivity of intelligence quo-
tient, final results of this study indicated not a pure ob-
jective statistical response but a relative correlation.
Specifically, since the design schema is subjectively com-
posed of the intellecto-emotional schematic process reflec-
ted through the synergistic use of the five plastic elements,
any examination, analysis, evaluation or judgment of free-
design schema must consequently be, to a relative degree,
subjective. However, in this study, analysis of design
schema indicated that the individual's characteristic use of
I
the plastic elements in compositional structure is relatively
consistent in configuration, or pattern, and can therefore
be observed objectively in the design schema. Objective
analysis of the subjectivity of free-design schemata, reflec-
tive of the intellecto-emotional process, disclosed relative
correlations between the characteristics of free-design
schema and intelligence.
Free-design configuration being synergic of the intel-
lecto-emotional schema'cannot by analysis in this study, or
previous studies, isolate the purely intellectual facet of
design schema from that of the emotional. The synergic
fusion of both the intellect and emotion in free-design
schema, however, can be identified and observed collectively
as an integral factor in the study of existing relationships
between the characteristics of free-design schema and intel-
ligence.
Although no accurate scale of objectivity was deter-
mined of the relationships between free-design schema and
relative intelligence, the existence of the relationships
cannot be denied. Design schema from any given IQ level is
characterized by design configuration, in compositional
structure, peculiar to that level alone. This study has dis-
closed that free-design schema may be consistent with the
individual, as IQ may be consistent, and consequently may be
consistent with IQ levels. The existence of,design character-
. istics peculiar to specific IQ levels aid in better under-
standing the complexities of the intellecto-emotional config-
uration in design schema.
While the synergic utilization of the five plastic
elements embodied in the compositional structure of free-
design schema disclosed relationships with intelligence,
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evidence also supports the following relative conclusions:
(1) the lower the intelligence, the greater the affinity to-
ward the non-nucleic compositional structure in free-design
schema; (2) average intelligence is characterized in free-
design schema by the embryonic attempts toward a compositional
centralization; (3) the higher the intelligence, the greater
the tendency toward the nucleic, or highly focalized, com-
positional structure in free-design schema. Therefore, the
comparative study of relationships between compositional
structures from the various IQ levels revealed two broad
free-design configurations, the non-nucleic and nucleic
compositions.
The comparative study of the characteristic use of
each of the five plastic elements within free-design schema
from various IQ levels led to the following specific
conclusions: (1) line, although being a primary tool of ex-
pression in all design schema fr~m all IQ levels, was adapted
as a functional and integral part of the total design struct-
ure by the average and higher intelligence levels, while low-
er intelligence was characterized by the manipulative control
of line; (2) color, while an important element to most IQ
levels in their design schema, became a conscious tool of ex-
pression to average and higher intelligence while lower in-
telligence appeared to have little, if any, consciousness of
color relationships embodied in their design schema; (3) the
elements, texture, form and space were basically limited to
,
design schema from higher levels of intelligence where their
conscious use became synergistically interwoven with line
and color as integral and functional elements of composi-
tional structure.
Further and more comprehensive studies in the specific
areas of the five plastic elements and intelligence quotients
are needed for a greater understanding of relationships ex-
isting between free-design schemata and intelligence. Com-
parative studies of the characteristics in design schema be-
tween designs administered to the same group of students over
a greater time interim of one year, 'or longer, could reveal
the factors of individual design consistency and achievement.
A study of design schemata from homogeneous grouping by sexes
is needed in attempting to isolate the element of intellect
from the synergic intellecto-emotional process. Additional
studies are needed of possible stronger relationships be-
tween the characteristics of free-design schema and the
specific responses to areas of intelligence quotient tests;
such as, the language and non-language factors, spatial re-
lationships, logical reasoning, and etc.
The freedom of expression offered through the media
of free-design may well be more indicative of the mental and
emotional processes of children than disclosed in this or
previous studies. The need for evaluative, interpretive,
and analytic criteria for better understanding the "whole"
child would justify further research in the realm of child
.
non-objective art - free-design.
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